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Mr. Hillman's early works are exciting reading, even today, some 25-30 years after their original

publication. Here is a true scholar, in the old ways or classical sense. Mind you, I am not one. A

visionary, a brave soul, a seeker, and never removed from life; Mr. Hillman remains fully immersed

within it. I love this man for his courage, and his inspiring, challenging, and wholly imaginative ideas.

If the word 'imagination' stirs something wonderful deep within you, read this man's work, please.

For me, it seems this piece, together with 'Re-Visioning Psychology' and 'The Dream and the

Underworld' bring together the author's core vision. Mr. Hillman of course, may disagree! A great

man; an even greater contribution.

In a genre of psychobabble, this books stands out as sharp and clear.Great intro or study of Jung.

Not shy about spirituality. Grab a copy.

Hillman was fond of saying that everything from television to chicken feed is "myth." The ground

under our feet, the stars in the sky, our names, our births, our lives and our deaths are saturated in

myth. The soul, or psyche, both of which are tropes referring to the vast interiors of human

experience, resonate with and move into and out of myth with each turning of the planet, indeed

with each drawing in of breath. So of course any effort to engage the psyche in its content and

motivations would have to be greatly influenced by the presence and effects of myth. Hillman's



genius was always in moving into the ways psyche moves into myth as myth shapes and influences

our lives and worlds. Myth is far more than we know, just as our lives and worlds are. This book,

along with Revisioning Psychology, is one of Hillman's great screeds of myth as life, life as myth,

and the soul - the inner human world of experience, feeling and consciousness - as that pearl of

great price that makes us more that a few dollars worth of chemicals and few decades of life in our

historical wasteland. It's Hillman at his best - a voice and a vision always worth wrestling with.
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